Purpose

Technique PRTRO sets criteria for printing tabular output from Operation LIST-MSP for the days specified by Technique PRTDAYS.

Valid values are NO (0), YES (1), rain plus melt greater than zero (2) and runoff greater than zero (3).

The Global default is NO (0).

This Technique is Nonuniversal.

Form of Input

PRTRO(integer)

where integer is 0, 1, 2 or 3 indicating:

0 = do not print
1 = print for all selected days
2 = print for selected days if rain plus melt exceeds 0.0
3 = print for selected days if runoff exceeds 0.0

Examples

PRTRO(3)

The Operation LIST-MSP display will be printed for all days specified by the PRTDAYS Technique when runoff is greater than 0.0 for all Segments in the run.

PRTRO(1) (SHAW3-OSHW3)

The Operation LIST-MSP display will be printed for all selected days for the Segments from SHAW3 through OSHW3.